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who have given the institution its incomparable character. An
alphabetical compendium of short but substantial essays about Harvard
University--its undergraduate college and nine professional schools--this
volume traverses the gamut of Harvardiana from Aab and Admissions to
X Cage and Z Closet. In between are some two hundred entries written
by three Harvard veterans who bring to the task over 125 years of
experience within the university. The entries range from essential facts
to no less interesting ephemera, from the Arnold Arboretum designed by
Frederick Law Olmsted to the peculiar medical specimens of the Warren
Museum; from Arts and Athletics to Towers and Tuition: from the very

A Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Harvard University, Forthe
Academical Year ... Dec 31 2019
Report in Regard to the Tone and Tendencies of Harvard University Oct
28 2019 Extracts from student letters responding to a questionnaire on
the topics of quality of education and student life at Harvard University.
Harvard A to Z Jun 28 2022 Open this book and step into the storied
corridors of the nation's oldest university; encounter the historic
landmarks and curiosities; and among them, meet the famous dropouts
and former students, the world-class scholars, eccentrics, and prodigies
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real environs (Cambridge, Charles River, and Quincy Street) to the
Harvard of Hollywood and fiction. Harvard A to Z is a browser's delight,
offering readers the chance to dip into the history and lore, the character
and culture of America's foremost institution of higher learning. Table of
Contents: Preface Map of Harvard Aab Admissions Adolphus Busch Hall
Affirmative Action Alpha-Iota of Massachusetts Allston Alumni American
Repertory Theatre Architecture Archives Arms Arnold Arboretum Art
Museums Arts Athletics Bells Brattle Theatre Business School
Cambridge/Boston Cantab Carpenter Center Characters Charles River
Clocks College Pump Commencement Consulting Continuing Education
The Core Crimson Crimson Key Dance Deans Degrees Dental School
Dining Services Diplomas Discipline Divinity School Diversity Dropouts
Dumbarton Oaks Ed School Elmwood Endowment ETOB Extinct Harvard
Faculty Club "Fair Harvard" Fashion Fictional Harvard Film Archive
Final Clubs Fire First Year Firsts (Men) Firsts (Women) Fountains
Fundraising Gates Gay and Lesbian Gazette Gilbert & Sullivan Glass
Flowers God's Acre 00 "Godless Harvard" Gold Coast Governance Grade
Inflation GSAS GSD Great Salt and Other Relics Guardhouse Harvard
Advocate Harvard College Harvard Crimson Harvard Elsewhere Harvard
Forest Harvard Foundation Harvard Hall Harvard Heroes Harvard Hill
Harvard Magazine Harvard Neighbors Harvard Student Agencies
Harvard Union Harvard University Press Hasty Pudding Show Hillel
Holden Chapel Hollywood's Harvard Honorary Degrees Houghton
Library Houses Information Technology International Outreach Ivy
League Jazz John Harvard--and His Statue Kennedy School of
Government Lamont Library Lampoon Law School Lectures Libraries
Life Raft Maps Medical School Memorial Church Memorial Hall Music
Native American Program Nieman Fellows Nobel Laureates Observatory
Ombuds Outings and Innings Phillips Brooks House Portrait Collection
Presidents Prodigies School of Public Health Public Service Quincy
Street Radcliffe Rebellions and Riots Regalia Research Centers and
Institutes Reunions Rhodes Scholars ROTC Sanders Theatre Sardis
Science Museums Scientific Instruments Signet Society Society of
Fellows Soldiers Field Songs and Marches Statues and Monuments
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Burning the Books Oct 21 2021 The director of the famed Bodleian
Libraries at Oxford narrates the global history of the willful
destruction—and surprising survival—of recorded knowledge over the
past three millennia. Libraries and archives have been attacked since
ancient times but have been especially threatened in the modern era.
Today the knowledge they safeguard faces purposeful destruction and
willful neglect; deprived of funding, libraries are fighting for their very
existence. Burning the Books recounts the history that brought us to this
point. Richard Ovenden describes the deliberate destruction of
knowledge held in libraries and archives from ancient Alexandria to
contemporary Sarajevo, from smashed Assyrian tablets in Iraq to the
destroyed immigration documents of the UK Windrush generation. He
examines both the motivations for these acts—political, religious, and
cultural—and the broader themes that shape this history. He also looks
at attempts to prevent and mitigate attacks on knowledge, exploring the
efforts of librarians and archivists to preserve information, often risking
their own lives in the process. More than simply repositories for
knowledge, libraries and archives inspire and inform citizens. In
preserving notions of statehood recorded in such historical documents as
the Declaration of Independence, libraries support the state itself. By
preserving records of citizenship and records of the rights of citizens as
enshrined in legal documents such as the Magna Carta and the decisions
of the US Supreme Court, they support the rule of law. In Burning the
Books, Ovenden takes a polemical stance on the social and political
importance of the conservation and protection of knowledge, challenging
governments in particular, but also society as a whole, to improve public
policy and funding for these essential institutions.
The History of Harvard University Sep 19 2021
Harvard University Press Dec 23 2021 A university press is a curious
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institution, dedicated to the dissemination of learning yet apart from the
academic structure; a publishing firm that is in business, but not to make
money; an arm of the university that is frequently misunderstood and
occasionally attacked by faculty and administration. Max Hall here
chronicles the early stages and first sixty years of Harvard University
Press in a rich and entertaining book that is at once Harvard history,
publishing history, printing history, business history, and intellectual
history. The tale begins in 1638 when the first printing press arrived in
British North America. It became the property of Harvard College and
remained so for nearly half a century. Hall sketches the various
forerunners of the "real" Harvard University Press, founded in 1913, and
then follows the ups and downs of its first six decades, during which the
Press published steadily if not always serenely a total of 4,500 books. He
describes the directors and others who left their stamp on the Press or
guided its fortunes during these years. And he gives the stories behind
such enduring works as Lovejoy's Great Chain of Being, Giedion's Space,
Time, and Architecture, Langer's Philosophy in a New Key, and Kelly's
Eleanor of Aquitaine and the Four Kings.
Remarks on Changes Lately Proposed Or Adopted, in Harvard University
Oct 09 2020
Biophilia Mar 02 2020 View a collection of videos on Professor Wilson
entitled "On the Relation of Science and the Humanities"
The History of Harvard University Jul 06 2020
Catalogue of Irish Manuscripts in Houghton Library, Harvard University
Aug 19 2021 The first full account of North America’s largest collection
of traditional Irish-language manuscripts. Harvard University has the
largest collection of Irish-language codices in North America, held in
Houghton Library, its rare book repository. The manuscripts are a part of
the age-old heritage of Irish book production, dating to the early Middle
Ages. Handwritten works in Houghton contain versions of medieval
poetry and sagas, recopied in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, to
which period most of the library’s documents belong. Contemporary
writings from that time, as well as ones by the post-Famine Irish
immigrant community in the United States, are included. This catalogue
electromagnetism-harvard-university

describes the collection in full for the first time and will be an invaluable
aid to research on Irish and Irish American cultural and literary output.
The author’s introduction examines how the collection was formed. This
untold story is an important chapter in America’s intellectual history,
reflecting a phase of unprecedented expansion in Harvard University’s
scholarship and teaching during the early twentieth century when the
institution’s program of studies began to accommodate an increasing
range of European languages and literatures and their sources. This
indispensable guide to a major repository’s records of the Irish past, and
of America’s Irish diaspora, will interest specialists in early and postmedieval codices. It should prove of relevance as well to scholars and
students of comparative literature, cultural studies, and Irish and Irish
American history.
Building State Capability Feb 10 2021 Introduction : the "long voyage of
discovery" -- The big stuck in state capability -- Looking like a state : the
seduction of isomorphic mimicry -- Premature load bearing : doing too
much too soon -- Capability for policy implementation -- What type of
organization capability is needed? -- The challenge of building (real) state
capability for implementation -- Doing problem-driven work -- The
searchframe : doing experimental iterations -- Managing your
authorizing environment -- Building state capability at scale through
groups.
Higher Learning Apr 26 2022 Examines the state of education in
American universities, discusses recent developments in higher
education, and suggests how universities can make greater contributions
to students and society
How They Got Into Harvard Jun 24 2019 Describes the individual
admissions process of fifty students accepted to the prestigious
university, sharing strategies for identifying key talents, submitting the
perfect application package, and improving networking skills.
Charles W. Eliot Sep 27 2019
The Harvard University Hymn Book Oct 01 2022
All That She Carried Jul 26 2019 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER •
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A renowned historian traces the life
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of a single object handed down through three generations of Black
women to craft a “deeply layered and insightful” (The Washington Post)
testament to people who are left out of the archives. WINNER: PEN/John
Kenneth Galbraith Award, Anisfield-Wolf Book Award, Lawrence W.
Levine Award, Darlene Clark Hine Award • ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Washington Post, Slate, Vulture, Publishers
Weekly “A history told with brilliance and tenderness and
fearlessness.”—Jill Lepore, author of These Truths: A History of the
United States In 1850s South Carolina, an enslaved woman named Rose
faced a crisis: the imminent sale of her daughter Ashley. Thinking
quickly, she packed a cotton bag for her with a few items, and, soon
after, the nine-year-old girl was separated from her mother and sold.
Decades later, Ashley’s granddaughter Ruth embroidered this family
history on the sack in spare, haunting language. Historian Tiya Miles
carefully traces these women’s faint presence in archival records, and,
where archives fall short, she turns to objects, art, and the environment
to write a singular history of the experience of slavery, and the uncertain
freedom afterward, in the United States. All That She Carried is a
poignant story of resilience and love passed down against steep odds. It
honors the creativity and resourcefulness of people who preserved family
ties when official systems refused to do so, and it serves as a visionary
illustration of how to reconstruct and recount their stories today
FINALIST: Frederick Douglass Book Prize, Harriet Tubman Prize, MAAH
Stone Book Award, Ralph Waldo Emerson Prize, Kirkus Prize, Mark
Lynton History Prize, Cundill History Prize, Chatauqua Prize ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times, NPR, Time, The
Boston Globe, The Atlantic, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
Smithsonian Magazine, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Ms. magazine, Book
Riot, Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist
Harvard University Jan 24 2022 "The Harvard University Campus
Guide is fascinating to read and an easy-to-use companion for a walking
tour. It features over one hundred thirty buildings and spans four
hundred years. With a foreword by Harvard's twenty-sixth president, Neil
L. Rudenstine, and striking photographs by Richard Cheek, this is the
electromagnetism-harvard-university
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definitive guide to the history and architecture of the oldest and foremost
institution of higher learning in the United State."--BOOK JACKET.
The Annual Report of the President of Harvard University to the
Overseers on the State of the University for the Academic Year ... Jun 04
2020
The Founding of Harvard College Jul 30 2022 Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Samuel Eliot Morison traces the roots of American universities
back to Europe, providing "a lively contemporary perspective...a realistic
picture of the founding of the first American university north of the Rio
Grande" [Lewis Gannett, New York Herald Tribune].
Science at Harvard University Mar 14 2021 "This collection of original
historical essays examines aspects of the relationship between science
and the nation's oldest academic institution. This is history as viewed
from the varying perspectives of a group of scholars for whom science at
Harvard University is a significant component of their ongoing research.
Thus, the essays are of specialist interest, while collectively the volume is
a case study of science in an institutional setting. In conducting their
research, the authors have used a wealth of primary sources from the
Harvard Archives and other repositories." "The volume opens with a
thematic introduction by Margaret Rossiter reflecting the picture of
Harvard science drawn in the several papers in the volume, while
suggesting ways in which a study of Harvard relates to and illuminates
the history of science in America." "The subsequent papers follow a
generally chronological sequence, beginning with Sara Schechner
Genuth's study of attitudes toward comets in relation to early Harvard
University programs and functions. Mary Ann James examines the
beginnings of applied science at Harvard, and Bruce Sinclair continues
that theme with a comparative study of MIT and Harvard." "Toby Appel's
paper on zoologist Jeffries Wyman identifies the special part that
personal character plays in institutional history. Curtis Hinsley
concentrates on facilities and shows how the Peabody Museum gave rise
to teaching in anthropology. David Livingstone's biographical treatment
of Nathaniel S. Shaler reveals a number of intellectual strands running
through the University in the late nineteenth century, and John
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Parascandola's paper on L. J. Henderson likewise deals with a figure of
wide influence and many interests, ranging from biochemistry to
sociology. The latter topic leads to Lawrence Nichols's account of the
rise of sociology at Harvard. A view of the internal tensions within
psychology are seen in Rodney Triplet's study of Henry A. Murray." "I.
Bernard Cohen examines the relations among Howard Aiken, IBM, and
Harvard in the development of the Mark I computer, while Peggy Kidwell
studies the Observatory community during World War II and its response
to national defense and a developing federal support system." "Finally,
Clark Elliott considers the history of Harvard science as a field for study
through a review of published literature and archival sources and makes
suggestions for further investigation."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Catalogue - Harvard University Aug 07 2020
Causal Inference May 04 2020 The application of causal inference
methods is growing exponentially in fields that deal with observational
data. Written by pioneers in the field, this practical book presents an
authoritative yet accessible overview of the methods and applications of
causal inference. With a wide range of detailed, worked examples using
real epidemiologic data as well as software for replicating the analyses,
the text provides a thorough introduction to the basics of the theory for
non-time-varying treatments and the generalization to complex
longitudinal data.
A List of Portraits in the Various Buildings of Harvard University
Aug 26 2019
Explore Harvard Apr 14 2021 As part of its 375th celebration, the
University has created a new photo book, Explore Harvard: The Yard and
Beyond. This collection of photographs, including contemporary images
never before published and archival prints, brings to life the myriad
intellectual exchanges that make Harvard one of the world's leading
institutions of higher education.
The Harvard Century Aug 31 2022 This text tells the story of how
Harvard, America's oldest and foremost institution of higher learning has
become synonomous with the nation, their goals and standards reflecting
electromagnetism-harvard-university

each other, each setting the other's agenda. It is a narrative of the
individual achievements of its leaders and of the intense power struggles
that have shaped Harvard as it pioneered in setting the priorities that
have served as exemplars for the nation's educational establishment.
The Harvard Book Nov 02 2022 Essays from three hundred years of
Harvard student life discuss the school's history, teachers, alumni,
sports, traditions, and problems
Helgoland May 28 2022 Named a Best Book of 2021 by the Financial
Times and a Best Science Book of 2021 by The Guardian “Rovelli is a
genius and an amazing communicator… This is the place where science
comes to life.” ―Neil Gaiman “One of the warmest, most elegant and
most lucid interpreters to the laity of the dazzling enigmas of his
discipline...[a] momentous book” ―John Banville, The Wall Street Journal
A startling new look at quantum theory, from the New York Times
bestselling author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, The Order of Time,
and Anaximander. One of the world's most renowned theoretical
physicists, Carlo Rovelli has entranced millions of readers with his
singular perspective on the cosmos. In Helgoland, he examines the
enduring enigma of quantum theory. The quantum world Rovelli
describes is as beautiful as it is unnerving. Helgoland is a treeless island
in the North Sea where the twenty-three-year-old Werner Heisenberg
made the crucial breakthrough for the creation of quantum mechanics,
setting off a century of scientific revolution. Full of alarming ideas (ghost
waves, distant objects that seem to be magically connected, cats that
appear both dead and alive), quantum physics has led to countless
discoveries and technological advancements. Today our understanding of
the world is based on this theory, yet it is still profoundly mysterious. As
scientists and philosophers continue to fiercely debate the meaning of
the theory, Rovelli argues that its most unsettling contradictions can be
explained by seeing the world as fundamentally made of relationships
rather than substances. We and everything around us exist only in our
interactions with one another. This bold idea suggests new directions for
thinking about the structure of reality and even the nature of
consciousness. Rovelli makes learning about quantum mechanics an
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almost psychedelic experience. Shifting our perspective once again, he
takes us on a riveting journey through the universe so we can better
comprehend our place in it.
Civil Rights Queen Apr 02 2020 With the US Supreme Court confirmation
of Ketanji Brown Jackson, “it makes sense to revisit the life and work of
another Black woman who profoundly shaped the law: Constance Baker
Motley” (CNN). The first major biography of one of our most influential
judges—an activist lawyer who became the first Black woman appointed
to the federal judiciary—that provides an eye-opening account of the twin
struggles for gender equality and civil rights in the 20th Century. “A
must-read for anyone who dares to believe that equal justice under the
law is possible and is in search of a model for how to make it a reality.”
—Anita Hill Born to an aspirational blue-collar family during the Great
Depression, Constance Baker Motley was expected to find herself a good
career as a hair dresser. Instead, she became the first black woman to
argue a case in front of the Supreme Court, the first of ten she would
eventually argue. The only black woman member in the legal team at the
NAACP's Inc. Fund at the time, she defended Martin Luther King in
Birmingham, helped to argue in Brown vs. The Board of Education, and
played a critical role in vanquishing Jim Crow laws throughout the South.
She was the first black woman elected to the state Senate in New York,
the first woman elected Manhattan Borough President, and the first
black woman appointed to the federal judiciary. Civil Rights Queen
captures the story of a remarkable American life, a figure who remade
law and inspired the imaginations of African Americans across the
country. Burnished with an extraordinary wealth of research, awardwinning, esteemed Civil Rights and legal historian and dean of the
Harvard Radcliffe Institute, Tomiko Brown-Nagin brings Motley to life in
these pages. Brown-Nagin compels us to ponder some of our most
timeless and urgent questions--how do the historically marginalized
access the corridors of power? What is the price of the ticket? How does
access to power shape individuals committed to social justice? In Civil
Rights Queen, she dramatically fills out the picture of some of the most
profound judicial and societal change made in twentieth-century
electromagnetism-harvard-university
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America.
The Harvard University Catalogue Jan 12 2021
The Legacy of Slavery at Harvard Nov 29 2019 Harvard’s searing and
sobering indictment of its own long-standing relationship with chattel
slavery and anti-Black discrimination. In recent years, scholars have
documented extensive relationships between American higher education
and slavery. The Legacy of Slavery at Harvard adds Harvard University
to the long list of institutions, in the North and the South, entangled with
slavery and its aftermath. The report, written by leading researchers
from across the university, reveals hard truths about Harvard’s deep ties
to Black and Indigenous bondage, scientific racism, segregation, and
other forms of oppression. Between the university’s founding in 1636 and
1783, when slavery officially ended in Massachusetts, Harvard leaders,
faculty, and staff enslaved at least seventy people, some of whom worked
on campus, where they cared for students, faculty, and university
presidents. Harvard also benefited financially and reputationally from
donations by slaveholders, slave traders, and others whose fortunes
depended on human chattel. Later, Harvard professors and the
graduates they trained were leaders in so-called race science and
eugenics, which promoted disinvestment in Black lives through forced
sterilization, residential segregation, and segregation and discrimination
in education. No institution of Harvard’s scale and longevity is a
monolith. Harvard was also home to abolitionists and pioneering Black
thinkers and activists such as W. E. B. Du Bois, Charles Hamilton
Houston, and Eva Beatrice Dykes. In the late twentieth century, the
university became a champion of racial diversity in education. Yet the
past cannot help casting a long shadow on the present. Harvard’s motto,
Veritas, inscribed on gates, doorways, and sculptures all over campus, is
an exhortation to pursue truth. The Legacy of Slavery at Harvard
advances that necessary quest.
The Harvard University Catalogue May 16 2021
Notices of the Triennial and Annual Catalogues of Harvard University Jan
30 2020
Catalogue of the Porcellian Club of Harvard University Jul 18 2021
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Believing Nov 21 2021 “An elegant, impassioned demand that America
see gender-based violence as a cultural and structural problem that hurts
everyone, not just victims and survivors… It's at times downright
virtuosic in the threads it weaves together.”—NPR Winner of the 2022
ABA Silver Gavel Award for Books From the woman who gave the
landmark testimony against Clarence Thomas as a sexual menace, a new
manifesto about the origins and course of gender violence in our society;
a combination of memoir, personal accounts, law, and social analysis,
and a powerful call to arms from one of our most prominent and poised
survivors. In 1991, Anita Hill began something that's still unfinished
work. The issues of gender violence, touching on sex, race, age, and
power, are as urgent today as they were when she first testified.
Believing is a story of America's three decades long reckoning with
gender violence, one that offers insights into its roots, and paths to
creating dialogue and substantive change. It is a call to action that offers
guidance based on what this brave, committed fighter has learned from a
lifetime of advocacy and her search for solutions to a problem that is still
tearing America apart. We once thought gender-based violence--from
casual harassment to rape and murder--was an individual problem that
affected a few; we now know it's cultural and endemic, and happens to
our acquaintances, colleagues, friends and family members, and it can be
physical, emotional and verbal. Women of color experience sexual
harassment at higher rates than White women. Street harassment is
ubiquitous and can escalate to violence. Transgender and nonbinary
people are particularly vulnerable. Anita Hill draws on her years as a
teacher, legal scholar, and advocate, and on the experiences of the
thousands of individuals who have told her their stories, to trace the
pipeline of behavior that follows individuals from place to place: from
home to school to work and back home. In measured, clear, blunt terms,
she demonstrates the impact it has on every aspect of our lives, including
our physical and mental wellbeing, housing stability, political
participation, economy and community safety, and how our descriptive
language undermines progress toward solutions. And she is
uncompromising in her demands that our laws and our leaders must

The History of Harvard University Sep 07 2020
Considerations relative to the Library of Harvard University, respectfully
submitted to the Legislature of Massachusetts Nov 09 2020
That Book about Harvard Dec 11 2020 "Eric Kester has written the
kind of book I wish I had the courage and insight to write. His
illuminations on everything from Larry Summers to the Harvard football
team to cheating, tourists, and competitiveness are dead–on. His writing
has also provided me with some of the best laugh–out–loud moments I've
had in recent years. God knows Harvard could use some humor!"
—PETER OLSON, FORMER CEO OF RANDOM HOUSE, HARVARD
GRADUATE, AND CURRENT HARVARD PROFESSOR One of the most
thrilling and terrifying days of your life is the first day of college, when
you step onto campus filled with the excitement of all the possibilities
ahead—and panic about if you'll make it and how you'll fit in. Now
imagine that same feeling, but you're in the middle of the lawn at the
world's most prestigious university. In your underwear. Thus begins one
of the craziest years ever at Harvard, in which Eric Kester finds himself
in a cheating scheme, trying to join a prestigious Finals Club, and falling
for a stunning type-A brunette...who happened to be standing there in
shock that first day when he made his red-faced stroll across the Harvard
Yard. That Book about Harvard is the hilarious and heartwarming story
of trying to find your place in a new world, the unending quest to fit in,
and how the moments that change your life often happen in the most
unexpected ways. Eric Kester graduated from Harvard in 2008, where he
wrote a popular column for the undergraduate newspaper, the Crimson.
Now a featured writer for CollegeHumor.com, Eric has also contributed
to the Boston Globe, someEcards.com, and Dorkly.com.
Three Centuries of Harvard, 1636-1936 Mar 26 2022 Samuel Eliot
Morison sat down to tell the whole story of Harvard informally and
briefly, with the same genial humor and ability to see the human
implications of past events that characterize his larger, multi-volume
series on Harvard.
A Catalogue of the Library of Harvard University in Cambridge,
Massachusetts Jun 16 2021
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inside. Joseph Allen and John Macomber look at everything from the air
we breathe to the water we drink to how light, sound, and materials
impact our performance and wellbeing and drive business profit.

address the issue concretely and immediately.
Healthy Buildings Feb 22 2022 A healthy building does more than
conserve resources: it improves the health and productivity of the people
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